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"PrepTests 62-71, 10 previously administered LSATs with Comparative Reading
questions"--Cover.
A contemporary synthesis of the philosophical, theoretical and practical methodologies of
illustration and its future development Illustration is contextualized visual
communication; its purpose is to serve society by influencing the many aspects of its
cultural infrastructure; it dispenses knowledge and education, it commentates and delivers
journalistic opinion, it persuades, advertises and promotes, it entertains and provides for
all forms of narrative fiction. A Companion to Illustration explores the definition of
illustration through cognition and research and its impact on culture. It explores
illustration’s boundaries and its archetypal distinction, the inflected forms of its
parameters, its professional, contextual, educational and creative applications. This
unique reference volume offers insights into the expanding global intellectual
conversation on illustration through a compendium of readings by an international roster
of scholars, academics and practitioners of illustration and visual communication.
Encompassing a wide range of thematic dialogues, the Companion offers twenty-five
chapters of original theses, examining the character and making of imagery, illustration
education and research, and contemporary and post-contemporary context and practice.
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Topics including conceptual strategies for the contemporary illustrator, the epistemic
potential of active imagination in science, developing creativity in a polymathic
environment, and the presentation of new insights on the intellectual and practical
methodologies of illustration. Evaluates innovative theoretical and contextual teaching
and learning strategies Considers the influence of illustration through cognition, research
and cultural hypotheses Discusses the illustrator as author, intellectual and multidisciplinarian Explores state-of-the-art research and contemporary trends in illustration
Examines the philosophical, theoretical and practical framework of the discipline A
Companion to Illustration is a valuable resource for students, scholars and professionals
in disciplines including illustration, graphic and visual arts, visual communications,
cultural and media and advertising studies, and art history.
Baguette, a seemingly ordinary house cat, is a descendant of the magic Catlanteans who
lived long ago in peace and happiness on the island of Catlantis. When he falls in love
with the seductive alley cat Purriana, she insists Baguette accomplish a heroic feat before
she’ll agree to marriage. They pay a visit to the oracle, Purriana’s great-great
grandmother, who reveals to the surprised Baguette the secret of his bloodline and the
special inheritance of all ginger descendants of the Catlanteans: the ability to time travel.
She relates the cat-astrophe that befell Baguette’s ancestors when Catlantis was struck by
storms and sank to the bottom of the Catlantic Ocean. Now Baguette must travel into the
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past in order to bring back the Catlantic flowers that will grant every cat nine lives. All
the cats of the world have been awaiting his deed, but can Baguette, a lovesick tabby,
fulfill the prophecy?
"On a hot summer night in 1936 Olivia and Nora Atkins go for a stroll along the beach in
Gaspé. They never return. When the body of one of them is washed ashore days later, the
tiny community of Griffin Creek is electrified. The teenagers have been murdered. But by
whom?"
Independent Animation
Adventures of a Japanese Business Man
Catlantis
10 Actual, Official LSAT Preptests
Pangæan Entheogens
Drawing the Line
With the advent of advanced hand-held technology and the
widespread nature of the internet, the world of animated
filmmaking is more exciting and accessible than ever. Due to
this cultural and technological development, the success of
independent animated film makers is on the rise. Independent
Animation showcases some of the greatest, most innovated giants
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in the field and helps guide readers through the artistic
process and production techniques. Story development, casting,
color, distribution, and the intimidating aspects of production
are elucidated using various examples from all over the world.
Readers will also explore the changing nature of the audiences’
relationship with animation, granting firsthand guidance in
navigating the diverse fields of animated film-making
Three scientific titans join forces to completely revise the
classic text on the ritual uses of psychoactive plants. They
provide a fascinating testimony of these "plants of the gods,"
tracing their uses throughout the world and their significance
in shaping culture and history. In the traditions of every
culture, plants have been highly valued for their nourishing,
healing, and transformative properties. The most powerful of
those plants, which are known to transport the human mind into
other dimensions of consciousness, have always been regarded as
sacred. The authors detail the uses of hallucinogens in sacred
shamanic rites while providing lucid explanations of the
biochemistry of these plants and the cultural prayers, songs,
and dances associated with them.
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Ángelo Néstore's poems in Impure Acts are both heartbreaking and
an absolute joy to read. I especially love "When I Picked the
Wrong Bar." --Hollie McNish Ángelo Néstore's poetry, his "impure
acts," changes the whole cartography of desire with the
beautiful perfection of a modern, dream-like demiurge who knows
he is in absolute possession of his glory. Poem-temples, poemtraps, gaps in the disquiet for those who will have no better
illumination than that which is offered by this dialogue between
poet and reader. Communion, I would say, if communion were not
sometimes dangerously conflated with religiosity. Poems which,
in their exquisite and innovative craftsmanship, already demand
a canonical place in our collective memory and anthologies.
--Carlos Pintado Ángelo Néstore's Impure Acts is a pair of full
lungs heaving just below the surface of the text. The poems
explore and explode inherited notions of gender, desire, &
reproduction. The lyric voice is alive and vibrating in these
clipped narratives where nostalgia abuts the present & sings
there. This is a book to be read aloud & then to read aloud
again. Try it with your friends. --Sam Sax Ángelo Néstore
(Lecce, Italy, 1986) is a poet, actor, and professor in the
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Department of Translation and Interpreting of the University of
Málaga in Spain. The author of two poetry collections, he codirects the Irreconciliables International Poetry Festival and
the feminist poetry publisher La Señora Dalloway. He is also a
translator from English and Italian into Spanish, and from
Spanish into Italian. Lawrence Schimel (New York, 1971) is a
bilingual author and translator living in Madrid. Writing in
both Spanish and English, he has published over one hundred
books as author or anthologist and has translated over thirty
poetry collections.
Madrid in the eighties, and Barcelona ten years later. In these
two vibrant locales, Castaways follows the relationship between
Alejandra and Julio against the backdrop of these poetic urban
spaces where dreams, love, and uncertainty intertwine. Drawn to
one another but constantly pushed or pulled in different
directions by work, family, and life, Alejandra and Julio circle
in and out of each other's lives, while first denying and then
coming to accept the fact that by the time they are ready to
love one another, the chance has already passed. Intensely
emotive and poignant, this stunning graphic novel from Laura
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Pérez and Pablo Monforte depicts themes of maturity,
responsibility, and human connection. Available in English for
the first time with translation by Silvia Perea Labayen.
Joaquín Sorolla
Anarcoma
Poke the Tiger
Atopological Trilogy
Castaways
Kimuak is a public initiative sponsored by the Department of Culture
of the Basque Government for the diffusion and promotion of Basque
short films. The first buds that started to germinate in 1998 have
grown significantly. The term "short film" refers not to a cinematic
genre but merely to the length of a product that may be filled with
any kind of content, provided its duration does not exceed one hour.
The significance of the short film today lies precisely in the fact
that its duration is increasingly becoming an aesthetic parameter to
deal with consciously, rather than a constraint imposed by budgetary
limitations. In sum, the "short film" is not a long film cut down, nor
is it a crutch for filmmakers in training.
This mystery set in the world of superheroes follows a reporter
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investigating what happened to her father: The Black Hammer, from New
York Times bestselling author Jeff Lemire (Descender, Underwater
Welder, Old Man Logan). All answers seem to lie in Spiral City's
infamous insane asylum where some of its dangerous super-villain
tenants reside. As she gets closer and closer to the truth she
uncovers the dark origin stories of some of Black Hammer's greatest
foes and how they tie into the puzzle of what happened to Spiral
City's greatest hero. Collects issues 1-4 of the Sherlock Frankenstein
series.
A mysterious asteroid hosts a collection of strange creatures - mananimal hybrids, mythological creatures made flesh, guardian spirits,
cursed shadows - and the humans who brought them to life. But this
strange society exists in an uneasy truce, in the aftermath of
uprisings seeking freedom and acceptance, that have only ended in
tragedy. As the ambitious, the desperate and the hopeful inhabitants
of the asteroid struggle to decide their shared fate, a force greater
than either animal or human seems to be silently watching the
conflict, waiting for either side to finally answer the question: what
is worthy of being human? EMMA RiOS (PRETTY DEADLY, ISLAND) and HWEI
LIM (LALAGE, HERO) present MIRROR: THE MOUNTAIN, the first arc of a
story about the mage-scientists of The Synchronia and the sentient
animals of Irzah colony. "
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Spanish Horror Film is the first in-depth exploration of the genre in
Spain from the 'horror boom' of the late 1960s and early 1970s to the
most recent production in the current renaissance of Spanish genre
cinema, through a study of its production, circulation, regulation and
consumption. The examination of this rich cinematic tradition is
firmly located in relation to broader historical and cultural shifts
in recent Spanish history and as an important part of the European
horror film tradition and the global culture of psychotronia.
500 Designs that Matter
Deleuze and Guattari
Hitchcock's Suspense Techniques for Filmmakers
Culture Learning
Tangents
Ancient Philosophy, Mystery, and Magic

When published in 2009, The Art of Flying was hailed as a landmark in the history
of the graphic novel in Spain for its deeply touching synthesis of individual and
collective memories. A deeply personal testament, Altarriba’s account of what led
his father to commit suicide at the age of ninety is a detective novel of sorts, one
that traces his father’s life from an impoverished childhood in Aragon, to service
with Franco’s army in the Civil war, escape to join the anarchist FAI, exile in
France when the Republicans are defeated, to return to Spain in 1949 and the
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stultifying existence to which Republican sympathisers were consigned under
Francoism. The Art of Flying is immensely moving and vivid, beautifully drawn by
Kim. It was highly praised in Spain on first publication, where it was compared to
Art Spiegelman’s Maus. It went on to win six major prizes, including the 2010
National Comic Prize.
"If you enjoy these too-good-to-be-true tales, Brunvand's new book will give you
hours of pleasure."—Chicago Tribune A fabulously entertaining book from the
ultimate authority on those almost believable tales that always happen to a "friend
of a friend." Alligators in the sewers? A pet in the microwave? A tragic
misunderstanding of the function of cruise control? No, it didn't really happen to
your friend's sister's neighbor: it's an urban legend. And no matter how savvy you
think you are, you are sure to find in this collection of over 200 tales at least one
story you would have sworn was true. Jan Harold Brunvand has been collecting and
studying this modern folklore for over twenty years. In Too Good to Be True he
captures the best stories in their best retellings, along with their latest variations
and examples of how the stories have changed as they move from person to person
and place to place. To help you find your favorite, Brunvand has arranged the tales
thematically. "Bringing Up Baby" is full of episodes of child-rearing gone wrong,
including the grisly tale of the drugged out baby-sitter who mistakes the kid for a
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turkey. "Funny Business" showcases stories of infamous lapses in customer service,
such as the story of the shockingly expensive chocolate chip cookie recipe. And "The
Criminal Mind" features both brilliant --if they were real --scams, as well as the
purported antics of the less mentally gifted. Whether you want to become an expert
debunker or just have plenty of laughs, this book will surprise and entertain you.
Illustrated throughout. "Informative and entertaining.... Brunvand has collected
more than 200 of the most-repeated and best-known examples of modern folkmyth."—Tampa Tribune "[N]ot only an entertaining anthology, but an excellent
introduction to the study of folklore itself."—Publishers Weekly "A fun read... . All
the classics are here from the killer upstairs to the Kentucky Fried Rat."—New City
"Resonant stories that express our hidden anxieties ... make us laugh, [or] arouse
our fascinated horror."—San Francisco Chronicle Book Review "Informative and
entertaining... . Brunvand has collected more than 200 of the most-repeated and bestknown examples of modern folk-myth."—Tampa Tribune "[N]ot only an
entertaining anthology, but an excellent introduction to the study of folklore
itself."—Publishers Weekly
Five hundred of the most iconic graphic designs of all time, from the beginnings of
mechanical reproduction to the present The process of visual communication and
problem-solving through the use of typography, space, image, and colour informs
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the way we connect across languages and cultures. Derived from the acclaimed
Phaidon Archive of Graphic Design, this fascinating compendium celebrates the
long, rich history of graphic design, from the first sample of movable type and the
Nuremberg Chronicle of the fifteenth century to the cutting-edge magazines,
posters, and ephemera of today. Compiled and written by a global team of experts,
this book is international in its scope and appeal.
A series of wry stories on relationships in this modern age of no commitment and
strong sexual drive by one of the preeminent comic artists of Europe. In full-colour
throughout.
Mirror
The Art of Flying
Meeting the Shadow
Psiconautas. Los niños olvidados. Art Book
Too Good to Be True: The Colossal Book of Urban Legends
Stray Dogs
REALITY introduces us to the extraordinary mystical tradition that lies right at the
roots of western philosophy, science and civilization.
It isn't every film that features man-eating zombie sushi. But for those searching for
just that and more strange things in their viewing queue, this film guide is for you.
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Organized by genre, including comedy, horror, action, drama, fantasy, and sci-fi,
this title offers 300 reviews of genre films from all over the world, 160+ photos, and
exclusive interviews and quotes from the people behind some of the most offbeat
films ever made. Alongside this curated list of viewing recommendations, longtime
fans and new comers to strange cinema gain bits of fun and informative trivia. For
example, David Caruso's film debut was Without Warning (1980), a carefree trip
into the woods thwarted by killer flying alien discs. Lurking in these so-bad-they'regood-films, you'll find other familiar actors like David Carradine, James Brolin, ,
Martin Landau, and Ryan Gosling in films like Death Race 2,000 (1975), The Car
(1977), The Being (1983), and Lost River (2014). The zombie sushi, by the way, is
from Dead Sushi (2012).
Suspense with a Camera brings the secrets of suspense out of the shadows. Written
for screenwriters and directors by a leading expert on Hitchcock techniques, you'll
have fresh insights on crafting suspense. These ideas have never been published
before and share revelations that go far beyond the clich� knives, corpses, and
blondes that many associate with Hitchcock. Suspense is such a basic part of
storytelling it can even be used in romantic comedy!How did Hitchcock manipulate
his audience into a state of frenzy? Hitchcock scholar Jeffrey Michael Bays has
made this question his life's mission, and is here to share his top tips for escalating
suspense and leaving your audience begging for more. Ideal for filmmakers of all
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kinds, these tips will enhance everyone's creative works -- shorts, web series, TV
episodes, and features.
The author offers exploration of self and practical guidance dealing with the dark
side of personality based on Jung's concept of "shadow," or the forbidden and
unacceptable feelings and behaviors each of us experience.
In the Shadow of the Wind
Entheogenic Drugs, Their Plant Sources and History
Kimuak
The Mountain
Art and Theory
The Oceans
The premiere graphic novel from underground sensation Andrew MacLean (Head
Lopper), ApocalyptiGirl is an action-packed sci-fi epic! Alone at the end of the
world, Aria is woman with a mission! Traipsing through an overgrown city with
her only companion, a cat named Jelly Beans, Aria's search for an ancient relic
with immeasurable power has been fruitless so far. But when a run in with a
creepy savage sets her on a path to complete her quest, she'll face death head on
in the hopes of claiming her prize and, if all goes according to plan, finally
returning home.
Some of the most beloved characters in film and television inhabit twodimensional worlds that spring from the fertile imaginations of talented
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animators. The movements, characterizations, and settings in the best animated
films are as vivid as any live action film, and sometimes seem more alive than life
itself. In this case, Hollywood's marketing slogans are fitting; animated stories
are frequently magical, leaving memories of happy endings in young and old
alike. However, the fantasy lands animators create bear little resemblance to the
conditions under which these artists work. Anonymous animators routinely toiled
in dark, cramped working environments for long hours and low pay, especially at
the emergence of the art form early in the twentieth century. In Drawing the Line,
veteran animator Tom Sito chronicles the efforts of generations of working men
and women artists who have struggled to create a stable standard of living that is
as secure as the worlds their characters inhabit. The former president of
America's largest animation union, Sito offers a unique insider's account of
animators' struggles with legendary studio kingpins such as Jack Warner and Walt
Disney, and their more recent battles with Michael Eisner and other Hollywood
players. Based on numerous archival documents, personal interviews, and his
own experiences, Sito's history of animation unions is both carefully analytical
and deeply personal. Drawing the Line stands as a vital corrective to this field of
Hollywood history and is an important look at the animation industry's past,
present, and future. Like most elements of the modern commercial media system,
animation is rapidly being changed by the forces of globalization and
technological innovation. Yet even as pixels replace pencils and bytes replace
paints, the working relationship between employer and employee essentially
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remains the same. In Drawing the Line, Sito challenges the next wave of
animators to heed the lessons of their predecessors by organizing and acting
collectively to fight against the enormous pressures of the marketplace for their
class interests -- and for the betterment of their art form.
Atopological Trilogy creates new concepts for Deleuze-Guattarian thought without
any heed for sectarian, sermonising, or dutiful readings of the philosophers. In
Part I of the trilogy, "Becoming-Sexual of the Sexual," Aracagök demonstrates the
ways in which quantum theory and the concept of "complementarity" inform
Deleuze and Guattari's thought, especially in relation to "becoming" in general
and "becoming-woman" and "becoming-queer" more particularly. Aracagök
argues that the ways in which the philosophers put forward a ban on "becomingman" with a certain degree of undecidability encapsulates (albeit in a cryptic
form) other becomings, the most important of which is becoming-queer, or
rather, the becoming-sexual of the sexual.In Part II: "Deleuze on Sound, Music,
and Schizo-Incest," Aracagök puts into resonance the sound, noise, and music
(and the question) of schizo-incest with the intention of deterritorialising a notion
of the meta-audible. If Kafka's story, "The Investigations of a Dog" leads us to a
realm of the "formless" which cannot be heard without destroying what we know
as "hearing," it also offers us a limit-experience of the meta-audible, which, when
radicalised via the notions of "schizo-incest" and "self-shattering," creates a line
of flight that escapes even from the line of flight itself. All these maneuvers pose
a serious challenge to Deleuze and Guattari, who claim that despite all his
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investigations, Kafka's investigator dog is re-Oedipalised in the end. Proposing in
the end a limit experience which Aracagök calls the "meta-audible," he shows that
Kafka's more radical approach to sound creates a line of flight that escapes even
from the line of flight itself.The final essay of the trilogy, "Clinical and Critical
Perversion," begins with the 19th-century crisis of an abyss presumed to be
yawning between mimesis and diegesis ever since Plato. According to Aracagök,
this takes the form of a crisis of the "political," the repression of which becomes
the mission of psychoanalytical discourse towards the end of the 19th century.
This crisis finds another form of expression in George Büchner's unfinished 1836
novella Lenz, relative to the audibility of a "terrible voice which is usually called
silence." If the disappearance of the "political" is related to the rise of
psychoanalysis on the protocols of, first, hypnosis, and then, the "talking cure,"
both of which privilege the presumed form of the voice of the analyst over the
analysand's silence (a psycho-politics?), Aracagök proposes re-distributing this
process, calling renewed attention to the clinicalisation of perversion, along
Deleuzian-Guattarian distinctions such as: surface and depth, critical and clinical,
oedipal-incest and schizo-incest, leading to a re-evaluation of what Deleuze and
Guattari might have meant by "homosexual-effusion" in their book Kafka: Toward
a Minor Literature, all in order to deterritorialise the "political" under a new
concept - namely, critical perversion.Ultimately, Atopological Trilogy offers the
reader no safe grounds for preserving not only a philosophical identity but also
not any identity, if only to be able to let you float in the air without any guidance
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à la Kafka's "Red Indian."
A full-color graphic memoir inspired by the award-winning documentary-and the
life and mystery of China's greatest magician. Who was Long Tack Sam? He was
born in 1885. He ran away from Shangdung Province to join the circus. He was an
acrobat. A magician. A comic. An impresario. A restaurateur. A theater owner. A
world traveler. An East-West ambassador. A mentor to Orson Welles. He was
considered the greatest act in the history of vaudeville. In this gorgeous graphic
memoir, his great-granddaughter, the artist and filmmaker Ann Marie Fleming,
resurrects his fascinating life for the rest of the world. It's an exhilarating
testament to a forgotten man. And every picture is true. Watch a QuickTime
trailer for this book.
Impure Acts
Developing, Producing and Distributing Your Animated Films
The Three Godfathers
Gabriela Mistral's Letters to Doris Dana
Plants of the Gods
La animación a escena. Con A de Animación 7

War has come to Asmir's home in Sarajevo. He is torn from
his father, his home and everything he has known. He becomes
a refugee. This is a story of courage you will never forget.
An exploration and study of oceans discusses their origins,
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current issues surrounding the harvesting of energy and food
from depleted ocean sources, and the technological advances
being made in the study of the ocean floor.
The second half of the book re-examines problems regarding
the connections between ancient magic, science, and
religion. More specifically, it traces for the first time a
line of transmission from Empedocles and the early
Pythagoreans down to southern Egypt, and from there into the
world of Islam.
The Nobel Prize–winning poet Gabriela Mistral is celebrated
by her native Chile as the “mother of the nation” even
though she spent most of her life in Mexico, Europe, and the
United States. Throughout the Spanish-speaking world and
especially in Chile, Mistral was characterized as a sad,
traditionally Catholic spinster. Yet her voluminous
correspondence with Doris Dana, long believed to be her
secretary, reveals that the two women were lovers from 1948
until Mistral’s death in 1957. These letters, published in
Spanish in 2010 and now translated for the first time into
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English, provide insight into her work as a poet and
illuminate her perspectives on politics, especially war and
human rights. The correspondence also sheds light on the
poet’s personal life and corrects the long-standing
misperceptions of her as a lonely, single, heterosexual
woman.
Ayahuasca Analogues
Pharmacotheon
No Gun for Asmir
The Seeds of Basque Cinema
Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition
The Untold Story of the Animation Unions from Bosko to Bart
Simpson
Como en el Teatro Houdin de Georges Méliès, o en los espectáculos de vodevil
de Winsor McCay a comienzos del siglo XX, las artes escénicas están
experimentando hoy una evolución hacia el espectáculo multimedia mediante
la incorporación de imagen animada —o, dicho esto sin ironía, la animación
reanima el teatro. Las artes escénicas también han sido motivo de fascinación
para los animadores que acuden al teatro y a los géneros musicales como
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fuente de inspiración o crítica. Por añadidura, los principios teatrales de acting
y puesta en escena son fundamentales en la narrativa animada de hoy y de
siempre, pues donde hay un animador, sin duda encontraremos también a un
actor. Nos sobran los motivos, pues, para brindar en este número de Con A de
animación un homenaje al intercambio entre la imagen animada y las artes
escénicas a las que tanto debe. El presente número de Con A de animación
contiene una serie de reseñas, reportajes, entrevistas y textos de investigación
originales e inéditos en torno a la animación y las artes escénicas, que
destacarán figuras como el animador británico Barry Purves, el sudafricano
William Kentridge o los españoles Alberto Vázquez y César Díaz Meléndez; las
animadoras y “performancers” Miwa Matreyek y Kathy Rose, la compañía
operística 1927, las técnicas escenográficas de Karel Zeman y Josef Svoboda, o
las ideas de Garri Bardin, sin dejar de lado aproximaciones tecnológicas a la
puesta en escena con gráficos digitales.
This text explores cross-cultural awareness and intercultural communicative
skills from culture-general and culture-specific perspectives. It is appropriate
for language teachers, teacher trainers, counsellors, advisors, and other
professionals concerned with multi-cultural issues.
A Japanese businessman heads home after a regular day at the office. He
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doesn't know it yet, but a long succession of strange and fantastical events is
about to be thrown at him. This simple plot is the basis of the book, and
everything that happens in each panel is the inspiration for the next one
forming a free flowing rocking and rolling adventure with some of the most eyecatching artwork you will see this year. A gorgeous book previously published
in Spanish and French Won Best Book Award at the 2012 Ficomic Festival in
Barcelona, Spain Visually stunning and based around a truly original concept
José Domingo lives in La Coruña, Spain.
It’s scary being the new dog. In this suspenseful new series, readers meet
Sophie, a dog who can’t remember what happened. She doesn’t know how she
ended up in this house. She doesn’t recognize any of these other dogs. She
knows something terrible happened, but she just…can’t…recall…Wait! Where’s
her lady? Now Sophie has to figure out where she is, what’s happening, and
how she’s going to survive this. They say there’s no such thing as a bad
dog—just bad owners. STRAY DOGS is a heartbreakingly adorable suspense
thriller by My Little Pony comic artists TONY FLEECS and TRISH FORSTNER. It’s
Lady and the Tramp meets Silence of the Lambs. Collects STRAY DOGS #1-5
Select praise for STRAY DOGS: "What do you get when you crossbreed Silence
of the Lambs with All Dogs Go to Heaven? Well, you get STRAY DOGS."—Forbes
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“It's not something that comes around every day, and if you enjoy trying new
twists on classic comics premises, this should be at the top of your
list.”—ComicBook.com "STRAY DOGS manages to somehow be a convincing
collision between 101 Dalmations and CRIMINAL. Noir, charming and a really
great take on quasi-real dog psychology."—KIERON GILLEN “A charming,
compelling comic with the best kind of sinister center.”—Multiversity Comics
“May catch your eye with its Disney-like style, but it will grab you with a
riveting and shocking story that will keep you coming back for more.”—Horror
DNA
A Companion to Illustration
The Fifth Dimension in the Language Classroom
Spanish Horror Film
The Abolition of Work and Other Essays
REALITY (New 2020 Edition)
The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam
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